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Introduction and motivation: Dune fields across
transverse bedforms, which were interpreted as being
Mars host a variety of aeolian bedform classes, which
stratigraphically below dark dunes and meter-scale ripreflect differences in boundary conditions (e.g., grain
ples. In contrast, megaripples were noted to be present
size, wind energy, sediment supply) (1, 2). The smallest
for typically smaller, variable-albedo bedforms which
class observed from orbit (1-5 m spacing and ~40 cm
were stratigraphically above neighboring features. Of
tall) are dark-toned ripples (DTRs) found migrating atop
the 214 locations surveyed, 80.4% had megaripples,
dunes or within isolated patches (3–5). The larger (1049.5% had TARs, 41.1% had both, and 11.2% had nei100 m spacing and 1-14 m tall), light-toned Transverse
ther class of intermediate-sized bedforms (Table 1).
Aeolian Ridges (TARs) can occur in association with
With minor exceptions (e.g., sand sheets) DTRs were
dunes or as large TAR fields (6–8), but often lack unfound at most locations. Whereas the megaripple distriambiguous signs of activity. The size range in between
bution is quite uniform across all latitudes, TARs are
these commonly cited bedform populations (5-20 m
generally absent in both polar regions, similar to earlier
spacing, ~1-2 m tall) have been largely unexplored and
reports (14). Likewise, the highest proportion of
generally assumed to be inactive like TARs (9). We
HiRISE images lacking either megaripples or TARs was
term these intermediate-scale bedforms as “megaripin these high latitude areas. The remainder of this abples” based on their greater dimensions and brighter
stract will focus on these polar regions.
crests than DTRs, where we infer the latter is due to a
Polar megaripple activity results: We examined
coarser grain size component (10). Recent analysis usvarious polar dune fields with HiRISE DTMs and longing images acquired by the High Resolution Imaging
baseline orthos (up to 6 Mars years) for evidence of
Science Experiment (HiRISE) camera (0.25–1 m/pix)
megaripple migration (Fig. 1). Of the 14 aeolian system
(11) have shown certain locations host migrating megamonitoring sites in the North Polar ergs: 9 had signifiripples, which are most apparent among high flux ripcant megaripple changes (75%), 2 had minor changes
ples and dunes (2, 12). However, it is not clear how fre(17%), 1 have no megaripple changes (8%), while the
quent this mobility is or even their broader occurrence.
remaining 2 had no megaripples present. In many cases,
The goal of this project is to: 1) survey aeolian sites
unambiguous megaripple migration is evident in
across Mars for the presence of intermediate-scale bedforms, 2) assess any migration or changes over multiple Mars
years, and 3) quantify relative sand flux
contributions of bedforms. The latter part
of this abstract will focus on regional
trends of the northern circum-polar ergs
and any implications for aeolian science.
Data sets and methods: Along with
bedform morphology HiRISE stereo data
were used to characterize bedform topography (1 m/pix). Orthoimages were used
with COSI-Corr software to derive megaripple fluxes using the method of (12).
Dune migration vectors were converted
to flux vectors by multiplying the migration rates to the dune heights derived
from DTMs – see the method of (13).
Global morphologic survey results:
We surveyed dune fields across all latitudes of Mars to assess the presence or ab- Fig. 1. Four polar bedform sites with detected megaripple migration, as
sence of intermediate-scaled bedforms. viewed in HiRISE at that same scale. Known or suspected wind directions
TARs were designated for light-toned, (arrows) are shown. See [8, 15] for image details and context.
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shorter-term annual pairs. This activity is most evident
on the upwind edges of dune fields, but also within inter-erg areas and below polar scarps.
Polar megaripple migration results: Earlier analysis had found north polar erg ripple and dune activity
(5), as well as sand dune fluxes (2), to be seemingly
greater than elsewhere on Mars - megaripples migration
was noted in passing (2). For example, highly mobile
dunes in Chasma Boreale show swiftly migrating megaripple fields, some with crest heights at 1-2 m (Fig. 2;
Animation DR8). These high sand flux conditions also
provide a test - are active intermediate-scale bedform
rates correlated with high sand flux locations? For example, dunes at Nili Fossae and McLaughlin migrated
at avg. 0.59m/yr and 0.35m/yr, respectively (12),
whereas Chasma Boreale dunes have rates of avg.
1.35m/yr (Fig. 2a). The lower latitude megaripples migrated at 0.12-0.13m/yr (12), where the larger polar examples shown in Figure 2b migrated between 0.10.75m/yr. Manual measurements of other polar megaripple sites (Fig. 1) showed similar rates (0.1-0.16
m/yr). Full sand flux results will be presented at the conference, but based on earlier analysis we would predict
average megaripple fluxes to be two to three orders of
magnitudes lower than nearby dune fluxes (12).

Fig. 2. Example of north polar erg activity with migration
rates for a) dunes, b) megaripples with a sand rose diagram, and c) ripples using various manual and automated
techniques. Due to the variable transport rates the image
baselines differ: 3.8-5.7 years for the dunes, 9.5 years for
the megaripples and 23 days for the fast-moving DTRs.
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Discussion: Megaripples and TARs show spatial
heterogeneity in their global distribution. Interestingly,
bedforms with attributes commonly attributed to TARs
(e.g. light-toned, transverse, > 20 m in spacing) are generally absent from both the polar regions. The few polar
TAR candidates identified appeared weathered and
cracked (as do some lower latitude examples [8]), suggesting long-term inactivity. Many polar dune fields, often on erg margins, lack either megaripples or TARs,
despite having widespread DTRs. These are for low sediment supply conditions where widely separated, low
sand volume barchans/domes migrate, but apparently
do not have a particle size distribution conducive to
megaripple formation.
Even so, the Chasma Boreale (Fig. 2) and other sites
show that, when present, megaripples are highly active
in the north polar region. The reported high level of activity seems to be associated with high sand fluxes of
larger dunes, despite the limited sediment state as these
areas are under meter-thick seasonal CO2 frost and ice
for over half the martian year (2, 15). Modification by
seasonal ices are known to cause a variety of changes
on dunes, including slipface slumping and dune furrows
(16). It seems unlikely that megaripple bulk displacement and their direction(s), which is well-correlated
with that of the nearby bedforms, are caused directly by
ice-related (non-aeolian) effects. However, seasonal
and thermal effects of the retreating spring/summer
CO2, which cause the high katabatic winds descending
off the cap (2, 17), are the likely dominant factors driving polar megaripple mobility.
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